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Abstract—Software Managed Manycore (SMM) architectures
have been proposed as a solution for scaling the memory archi-
tecture. In a typical SMM architecture, Scratch Pad Memories
(SPM) are used instead of caches, and data must be explicitly
managed in software. While all code and data need to be
managed, heap management on SMMs is especially challenging
due to the highly dynamic nature of heap data access. Existing
techniques spend over 90% of execution time on heap data
management, which largely compromised the power efficiency of
SMM architectures. This paper presents compiler-based efficient
techniques that reduce heap management overhead. Experimen-
tal results on benchmarks from MiBench [1] executing on an
SMM processor modeled in Gem5 demonstrate that our approach
implemented in LLVM 3.8 can improve execution time by an
average of 80%, compared to the state-of-the-art [2].

I. INTRODUCTION

As we scale the number of cores in a processor, cache-
based memory hierarchy poses a serious limitation due to the
rapidly increased demand of area and power for coherence
maintenance. On one hand, caches consume significant amount
of silicon area and energy[3] and the cost of maintaining cache
coherence increases rapidly with the number of cores[4], [5],
[6], [7]. On the other hand, cache-based systems are hard to
use in real-time systems, since the execution time analysis for
cache-based systems is quite complex[8]. For these reasons,
some processor vendors have opted to remove caches and
use only ScratchPad Memories (SPMs), or allow the caches
to be configured as SPMs. An SPM is raw memory that
stores only data, without the complex circuitry in a cache to
implement automatic movement of data between the lower-
level and upper-level memories, replacement policies and
coherence. As a result, SPMs consume about 40% less area
and energy per access [9]. Processors with only SPMs have
been used for high performance computing [10], [11], gaming
and multimedia processing [12], digital signal processing [13],
and networking [14]. There are also academic researches to
design SPM-based processors for various purposes [15].

The trade-off of using SPMs instead of caches is that
data movements in and out of the local SPM on each core
must be managed explicitly by special instructions (i.e., DMA
instruction). For this reason, we refer to such an SPM-
only manycore architecture as Software Managed Manycore
(SMM) architecture. A lot of techniques have been proposed to
mange code [16], [2], stack data [17], [18], and heap data[2],
[19]. Among all these data types, heap data is particularly
difficult to manage, due to its dynamic nature. However, since
heap accesses may account for a significant fraction of all the
memory accesses that the application makes, it is extremely
important not only to manage heap data, but in an efficient
way. This paper only focuses on heap data management,
assuming code, global and stack data have been managed
efficiently.

The state-of-the-art heap data management [2] enables
managing heap data of any task on any SPM size by em-
ulating a 4-way set-associative software cache on an SPM.
However, many optimization can be conducted: i) adjusting
the granularity of management by tuning the software
cache configurations , and ii) reducing management over-
head by not performing management when not absolutely
needed. Experimental results on benchmarks from MiBenc
demonstrate that our approach implemented in LLVM 3.8 can
improve execution time by an average of 80%.

II. BACKGROUND AND STATE-OF-THE-ART

A lot of research has been done on heap data management
on scrachpad memories in software [20], [21], [22], [23],
[23], [24]. Those techniques, however, are orthogonal to our
research, since they are not applicable for SMM cores. In
a traditonal embedded cores, the scratchpad memory is in
addition to the cache hierarchy, which implies that programs
can be executed on the cores without using the scratchpad. On
SMM architectures, however, scratchpad memory is the only



Fig. 1. Performance overhead with the state-of-the-art heap management.

memory type on each of the cores, which implies that data
management in software is the only choice.

The state of the art heap management [2] emulates a 4-way
set-associative cache on an SPM. The SPM is partitioned into
a data region and a heap management table. The data region
stores the actual heap data in fixed-sized blocks, while the
management table stores a tags, a modified bit, and a valid
bit for each block in the data region, i.e. there is a one-
to-one mapping between each block in the data region and
each entry in the management table. Every 4 entries in the
management table forms a set, with a victim index for round-
robin replacement policy.

The g2l function implemented in the state of the art [2]
takes a main memory address as input, and checks if the
given address is in heap. The input address is immediately
returned if it is not in heap region. Otherwise, the set index
of the input main memory address is calculated. A sequential
search is done to compare the tag of the input address with
the tags saved in the entries of the corresponding set in the
management table. If a match happens and the status of the
matching entry is valid, a hit happens. Otherwise, if a miss
happens, the enclosing data block of the input address will be
copied from the main memory into the SPM.

Although the state of the art [2] correctly manages the heap
data of an application, it incurs high performance overhead.
Figure 1 shows its management overhead on some typical
embedded applications. It is important to note that the heap
management technique not only significantly increases the ex-
ecution time of applications, but also inflicts high overhead on
the benchmarks without any heap accesses, Adpcm Decode,
Adpcm Encode, SHA, and String Search. The high
overhead is caused by two main reasons:
i) Too many calls of heap management function g2l. g2l is
called before each memory address (including those are not to
heap) to filter non-heap accesses at runtime, which introduces
not only overhead at every memory access, but also branch
operations, and potentially more memory operations.
ii) High instruction overhead due to the complexity of g2l.
This is because the state of the art implements g2l in a set
associative manner. The function has to sequentially search all
the entries in the set at every heap access. It also complicates
the calculation of the set index, and the translation of a main
memory address to the corresponding local SPM address. The
set index of the input main memory address is calculated with
Equation (1), where mem addr is the input main memory
address, block size is the size of a data block, and set num

Fig. 2. The previous approach inserts g2l before every memory access, while
ours tries to identify heap accesses statically and skip unnecessary g2ls.

is the number of sets. The SPM address is then calculated
with Equation (2), where spm base is the start address of the
data region, set assoc is the set associativity (4 in this case),
and entry index is the index of the entry in the set specified
by set index. The complexity of the calculations translates
to significant instruction overhead.

set index = ((mem addr >> log(block size))∧
(mem addr >> (log(block size) + 1)))&(set num− 1)(1)

spm addr = (set index ∗ set assoc+ entry index) ∗ block size+

spm base+mem addr%block size(2)

III. OVERVIEW OF OUR APPROACH

To greatly reduce the overhead of heap management on
SMM architectures in the state-of-the-art, a series of optimiza-
tions are proposed:
i) statically detecting heap accesses. This optimization
identifies heap access at compile-time and eliminates heap
management function g2l when the memory is definitely not
a heap accesses, and significantly reduces the number of
unnecessary management calls at runtime. It also eliminates
the runtime checking within the management function, if the
memory access is determined to be a heap data access.
ii) simplifying management framework. A direct-mapped
cache on SPM is implemented, where it is no longer required
to sequentially go through different entries and search for
the requested data block for each heap access. In addition, it
simplifies the calculation of set index and the SPM address
in the management functions. Therefore, this optimization
can effectively reduce the number of instructions in each
management function.
iii) inline and combine management calls. Inserted g2l
functions are inlined and common management instructions
are executed before all management calls. This optimization
is particularly beneficial, when management functions are
called within loop nests, as the common operations are hoisted
outside of the loops.
iv) adjusting block size. All the aforementioned optimizations
are generic, and thus are useful for all applications. How-
ever, in embedded systems, where profiling information can
be useful, heap data management can be further optimized.
Depending on the type of cache misses an application suffers
from, the block can be statically adjusted to avoid these misses.
Given the size and set associativity of a software cache,
adjusting block size will change the mapping between main
memory locations and SPM memory locations.



IV. DETAILS OF OUR APPROACH

A. Statically Detecting Heap Accesses

This optimization identifies heap accesses at compile-time,
so that the management function g2l can be avoided at memory
accesses that are definitely not to heap. Figure 2 illustrates
the effect of this optimization. The original program defines
a structure, which consists of two integer pointers a and b. It
then creates a global variable s as an instance of the structure,
and assigns s->a with an heap object created by a call to
the malloc function. The program then points s->b to the
fourth integer element starting from the address in s->a. Later
s->b is used to access the heap object. The program also
defines a pointer p that refers to a stack variable. Even though
only s->a and s->b points to heap data in this program,
the previous heap management technique [2] will insert a g2l
call at every memory access unnecessarily as in Figure 2(b),
including memory accesses via p and s (not s->a or s->b),
which are to stack and global data respectively. On the other
hand, with static detection heap accesses, we only insert g2l
before the memory instructions via these two pointers.

To find out heap accesses, we first identify all the the heap
pointers. Algorithm 1 explains the method we use to identify
heap pointers, which includes both the pointers that directly
points to heap objects created by memory allocators (e.g.,
malloc or calloc), and their aliases. The analysis starts at
getHeapPtr. In this procedure, the analysis first executes
getAlloc procedure, taking main function as a input (line
2). The getAlloc procedure identifies all the invocation of
memory allocators in the input function F, and records the
pointers that are used to store the created heap objects (line
8 and 9). If F calls any other functions F’, getAlloc
recursively accesses and identifies the memory allocations in
F’ (line 11 and 12). Once all the heap pointers that store
the heap objects created by memory allocations are identified,
the analysis continues to identify all the possible alias of these
heap pointers by executing the getAlias procedure on main
function (line 4). The getAlias procedure goes through
each instruction in the input function F, and recognizes any
instruction that performs pointer arithmetic on a heap pointer
and assigns the result to another pointer. The destination
pointer of such an instruction is identified as an alias of the
heap pointer. Similar to the getAlloc procedure, in case
F calls any other function F’, the getAlias procedure
recursively calls itself on F’ to identify aliases created in
F’. Since each iteration of the getAlias procedure may
recognize new aliases, this procedure is repeated until no new
aliases can be recognize (line 3 to 5).

Once all heap pointers are recognized, we can identify heap
accesses and insert g2l function as follow. All the memory
access (i.e. loads ans stores) via any of the heap pointers
identified in Algorithm 1 are considered as potential heap
accesses. A g2l function is inserted right before the memory
instructions to first translate the memory address to an SPM
address. The SPM address is then used to substitute for the
original memory address in the instructions.

Algorithm 1 Identify heap pointers
1: function GETHEAPPTR
2: getAlloc(main)
3: repeat
4: getAlias(main)
5: until cannot find new aliases
6: function GETALLOC(Function F)
7: for each instruction inst in F do
8: if inst is a call to any memory allocator then
9: Record destination pointer P as a heap pointer

10: else
11: if inst is a call to any user function F’ then
12: getAlloc(F’)
13: function GETALIAS(Function F)
14: for each instruction inst in F do
15: if inst is an assignment statement with one operand P be a heap pointer then
16: Record destination pointer P’ as an alias of P
17: else
18: if inst is a call to any user function F’ then
19: getAlias(F’)

Fig. 3. When a memory access may be to heap but is not for certain, we
check at runtime before managing the access.

There are cases when the compiler cannot determine
whether a pointer refers to heap data. In Figure 3(a), the
pointer c can either refer to heap data or stack data, depending
on the outcome of the call to rand function, which returns a
random number. A new management function called g2l_rc
that checks at runtime and sees if the memory address is in
heap, similar to the previous work, is introduced. When an
access is assured to heap, the g2l function is called, which does
not have any runtime checking. If an access may be to heap,
g2l rc is called instead. Otherwise, if an access is determined
definitely not to heap, no heap management function will be
invoked. Figure 3(b) shows the transformed code with heap
management function. g2l is called before accessing the data
referred by the pointer b, because it is in heap. g2l rc is
invoked before accessing c, because it may refer to heap data,
but are not for sure. No heap management function is added
when accessing a due to its access to stack data.

B. Simplifying Management Framework

Whenever a memory access happens, a software-cache
based approach has to first calculate the set index of the
memory address. The software cache will then sequentially
access the entries in the set and compare the tag of the target
address with the tags in the entries. Once the data block that
contains the target address is located, either already in the
SPM in a hit, or first copied from the main memory in a miss,
the final SPM address is generated and used to replace the
original memory address in the memory access.

Since this process happens within each management func-
tion call, it is performance critical to speed up this process.
With a direct-mapped cache on software, this process can



Fig. 4. (a) The steps of a management in the previous work (b) The steps of
a management function in our approach The steps of a management function
in the previous work and our approach.

be noticeably simplified to execute much less instructions at
runtime, compared to a set-associative cache. Figure 4(a) and
Figure 4(b) show two examples using the previous approach
and our approach respectively. The edge in both figures specify
dependence between two steps. The previous approach as in
Figure 4(a) calculate set index with Equation (1). The software
cache then searches the corresponding set for the requested
data block. Only after the data block is found (either after a
hit or after a miss), can then the SPM address be generated
Equation (2). Notice this equations required both the index of
the set and the index of the entry in the set, which explains
the dependence of the calculation of the SPM address on the
sequential searching in Figure 4(a). On the other hand, our
approach in Figure 4(b) simplifies the calculation of the set in-
dex of a memory address into set index = global addr >>
log(block size)%set num. Since each set has only one entry,
sequential searching is not necessary. The software can simply
go ahead and calculate the final SPM address as spm addr =
spm base + mem addr%(set num ∗ block size). In addi-
tion, the calculation of SPM does not depend on any previous
steps. Elimination of such dependence may allow the compiler
to have more parallelism when generating and scheduling the
machine instructions for the management functions.

C. Inlining and Combining Management Calls

Once g2l function is inserted after identifying heap accesses
statically, we can reduce the management overhead by inlining
the management functions, which enables further optimization.
In Section II we explained the previous approach divided
SPM into two memory regions for heap management table
and data region. Our approach makes similar usage of SPM
space. Every g2l thus has to load the start address of the
heap management table and data region at the beginning of its
execution, before executing any other call-specific instructions.
Therefore, we can move these common instructions outside of
the g2l function and execute it once before any g2l calls, so
that all the subsequent g2l calls can reuse the results, similar
to common subexpression elimination.

Figure 5 illustrates the idea. Figure 5(a) shows the original
code. Figure 5(b) is the transformed code before inlining.
Each g2l call first executes the common instructions redun-
dantly, and then execute specific instructions for that call. We
represent the common instructions and specific instructions
in a g2l with function calls g2l common and g2l specific
respective in the example, but they are plain instructions in the
actual implementation. In Figure 5(c), we inline the g2l calls,
move and execute the common instructions at the beginning of

Fig. 5. Inlining management calls and move common operations to the
beginning of the caller function.

the caller function. After the optimization, only call-specific
instructions are executed at where a g2l was called. While this
optimization should definitely improve performance, its im-
portance is maximized when g2l was originally called within
loop nests, as this example shows —instead of repeatedly and
excessively executing the common steps in a loop nest, moving
these common instructions to be outside can significantly
reduce such overhead.

In addition, at compile time, the modified compiler goes
through every function in the program, inlines g2l calls with
call-specific instructions, and moves the common instructions
to the beginning of the function.

V. ADJUSTING BLOCK SIZE FOR EMBEDDED
APPLICATIONS

When the capacity and associativity of a cache are given,
the size of block size decides the number of sets. Different
choices of block size may end up causing drastically different
performance. We can therefore analyze the access pattern
and find a block size that can achieve good performance.
When a program is susceptible to cache thrashing, we can
decreases block size to lower the chance of such undesirable
situation. Cache thrashing refers to excessive conflict cache
misses that happen when multiple main memory locations
competing for the same cache blocks. It may happen when
more than two heap objects with aggregate types (e.g., arrays)
are accessed within the same loop. On the other hand, we can
increasing block size to improve spatial locality under certain
circumstances.

We proposed a heuristic that goes through all innermost
loops in a program and adjusts block size based on profiling.
Whenever it identifies more than two heap objects are accessed
within the loop, it reduces the block size to increase the
number of sets for avoiding cache thrashing; otherwise, it
increases the block size to increase spatial locality. This
analysis is statically done. Therefore, this optimization is the
most effective for embedded applications using representative
input.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setup

Both the state-of-the-art [2] and our technique are imple-
mented as intermediate representation (IR) passes on LLVM



TABLE I
MAXIMUM HEAP USAGE OF BENCHMARKS

Benchmark Heap Size (KB) Benchmark Heap Size (KB)
Adpcm Decode 0 SHA 0
Adpcm Encode 0 String Search 0
Dijkstra 6.43 Susan Corner 92.16
FFT 32 Susan Edge 42.81
iFFT 32 Susan Smoothing 17.35
Patricia 766 Typeset 32

Fig. 6. The execution time of our approach normalized to the previous work
with optimizations incrementally added.

3.8 [25] respectively. The same benchmarks are compiled with
different heap management techniques, and the executable
code is ran on Gem5 [26]. The block size in the software
cache is set to 64 bytes in both techniques by default, and is
only varied in the fourth optimization to reduce cache misses.

SMM architecture is emulated on Gem5, by modifying the
linker script and reserving part of the memory address space
as the SPM. A DMA instruction is implemented to copy
data between the SPM and the main memory. DMA cost is
modeled as a constant startup time and the time for actual
data movement. The startup time is set to 291 cycles, and the
rate for transferring data is set to 0.24 cycles/byte. The CPU
frequency is set to 3.2 GHz. All these parameters are based
on the IBM Cell processor [27].

The proposed technique is evaluated on Mibench benchmark
suite [1]. Table I lists the maximum usage of heap data in the
benchmarks, i.e., the maximum sum of sizes of heap objects
at any moment. The benchmarks that have zero heap usage do
not have any heap accesses.

B. Significantly Reduces Execution Time

Figure 6 shows the execution time of our approach nor-
malized to the previous work, when each of the optimization
is incrementally introduced. Overall, our approach reduces
execution time by 80% on average with the first three generic
optimizations, i.e., without adjusting block size. When we

TABLE II
NUMBER OF g2l CALLS CALLED BEFORE AND AFTER IDENTIFYING HEAP

ACCESS STATICALLY WITH THE PREVIOUS TECHNIQUE

Benchmark Unoptimized Optimized
Adpcm Decode 116702082 0
Adpcm Encode 10211280 0
Dijkstra 149209166 19077784
FFT 336608 90188
iFFT 336671 90204
Patricia 3114668 893184
SHA 8350153 0
String Search 2198090 0
Susan Corner 1238553 273717
Susan Edge 2628207 579221
Susan Smoothing 37252034 4891730
Typeset 274118 3826

TABLE III
INSTRUCTIONS EXECUTED PER g2l UNDER DIFFERENT CASES

Case Previous Statically Detect Simplify Inline and
Work Heap Accesses g2l Combine g2l

read hit 52 46 19 8
write hit 59 53 23 10
read miss w/o WB 145 139 41 36
write miss w/o WB 145 139 44 37
read miss w/ WB 172 166 58 45
write miss w/ WB 172 166 58 45

note: WB means write-back.

apply all four optimizations, the execution time is reduced
by 83% on average.

As shown in Figure 6, statically detecting heap accesses
contributes the largest reduction of execution time, especially
in benchmarks that do not have any heap accesses, i.e., Adpcm
Decode, Adpcm Encode, SHA, and String Search.
Overall, it reduces the execution time by 57% on average, due
to reduced management calls and less executed instructions
in each call. Table II shows the number of calls to the g2l
function before and after statically detecting heap accesses
in the previous work. The calls are significantly reduced in
all the benchmarks, and they are completed eliminated if the
benchmarks do not have any heap access.

Statically detecting heap accesses also eliminates runtime
checking at g2ls, and thus reduces the number of instructions
executed in each g2l. Table III shows the average number
of instructions each g2l executes under different cases, after
we incrementally introduce the optimizations. There are 3
possible cases when a g2l function is called: a cache hit, a
cache miss with an unmodified data block is chosen to be
evicted, and a cache miss with a dirty data block is chosen to
be evicted. The memory access may either be a read access
or a write access, so there are 6 different cases overall that
may happen when calling a g2l function. The table clearly
shows there is a constant difference of 6 instructions between
the Previous Work column and the Statically Detecting Heap
Accesses column in any case.

Simplifying management framework, by implementing
a direct-mapped software cache instead of a 4-way set-
associative cache, reduces execution time by 42% on average
(on top of statically detecting heap accesses). This is because
average dynamic instruction count of g2l calls in all the cases
of Table III is significant reduced. For example, the average
instructions executed in the sixth case is reduced from 166 to
58 after simplifying management framework. Since a direct-
mapped cache causes more cache misses compared to a 4-way
set-associative cache, we also compare the benefit (reduced
cycles) due to less management instructions to the penalty
(increased cycles) due to increases cache misses. Figure 7
shows the reduced CPU cycles thanks to less management
instructions normalized to the increased CPU cycles because
of more cache misses. The simplification of management
framework improves the performance of a benchmark, as
long as the quotient of that benchmark is greater than 1. For
example, in Patricia, the reduced cycles are more than
10000000 times than the increased cycles. The figure shows
that the increased cycles almost are ignorable compared to the
reduced cycles, in all the benchmarks.

Inlining and combing management calls can further reduce



Fig. 7. Implementing a direct-mapped cache other than a 4-way set-associative
cache reduces more execution time thanks to simplified management func-
tions, compared to the extra time introduced due to increased cache misses.

execution time by 21% (on top of statically detecting heap
accesses and simplifying management framework), thanks to
the removed function calls and redundant operations. For
example, as Table III shows, the average instructions executed
in the sixth case is reduced from 166 to 58 after simplifying
management framework, and is further reduced from 58 to
45 after inlining and combing management calls. Notice we
apply this optimization after statically detecting heap accesses.
So if heap management calls are all eliminated after that step,
inlining and combining management calls will not improve
performance. For example, the management calls of Adpcm
Decode, Adpcm Encode, SHA, and String Search are
reduced to 0 after the compiler statically finds out there are
no heap accesses in these benchmarks. The performance is
therefore not further improved after the first optimization.

The block size was set to 64 bytes by default. When
analyzing the effectiveness of optimization by adjusting block
size, we analyzed programs and adjusted the block size to
16 bytes when it needed to be decreased, and to 1024 bytes
when it needed to be increased. The decision on block size
was based on profiling information. Adjusting block size could
further reduce execution time by 11% (on top of the previous
three optimizations).
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VIII. CONCLUSION

Due to the expense of caches, SPM-based processors have
been widely used in various areas. However, the data man-
agement must be explicitly done on SPM. This paper presents
an efficient heap management that consists of three generic
optimizations (statically detecting heap accesses, simplifying
management framework, and inlining and combining manage-
ment calls). The experimental results show that the execution
time is reduced by 80% on average with the three general
optimizations compared to the state of the art, while it can be
reduced by 83% on average with all four optimizations.
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